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I. Introduction
It’s been just over a year and a half since Puerto Rico was devastated by Hurricane Maria. The natural disaster hit
the territory hard at a time when it was already reeling from over a decade of economic recession and a longstanding debt crisis. Now, Puerto Rico is at a crucial crossroads as it looks to restore solvency and rebuild its
economy. One such track that is seriously being explored is incorporation toward official statehood. In the
summer of 2017, Puerto Ricans voted in favor of becoming the 51st state in the union. After the vote, the
Governor appointed shadow representatives and senators to petition Congress for statehood. Legislation to
establish parameters for Puerto Rico’s incorporation has been introduced in the previous Congress and is
expected to be reintroduced this year.
If this process continues forward, there are policies and reforms that both the federal government and the
territory’s government would need to coordinate in order to ease the imposition of new federal taxes on Puerto
Rico residents and businesses. Yet, such would also be the case even if Puerto Rico’s territorial status is
maintained. The twin goals that policymakers pursue should be to lift the U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico while
safeguarding federal taxpayers through reasonable, achievable reform benchmarks.
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II. Puerto Rico’s Challenges
A. Fiscal & Economic
Puerto Rico’s recession started in the fourth quarter of 2006, pre-dating the onset of the 2008 national
economic downturn. Over that span, Puerto Rico’s economy contracted by over 10 percent and it is estimated
that its population declined by 300,000 as younger people moved to the mainland United States in search of
jobs.
This economic contraction worsened an already overextended budget. Puerto Rico’s government issued bonds
in order to finance persistent annual deficits, piling up over $70 billion in debt. Some $48 billion of this amount
is the result of borrowing from more than a dozen public corporations. Like too many states, Puerto Rico has
also amassed a large unfunded liability for public pensions. Its pension funds have a combined shortfall of $55
[1]

billion, and a funding ratio of 8 percent. By comparison, the two states with the lowest funding ratio are New
[2]

Jersey and Kentucky, both around 31 percent funded.

The situation boiled over in 2015. That June, Governor García Padilla warned during a televised address that “the
[3]

debt is not payable.” Debt service costs began to consume a greater portion of tax revenues flowing into
Puerto Rico’s Treasury, and in August it was unable to make a full interest and principal payment on bonds
[4]

issued by the Public Finance Corporation. The ongoing financial crisis led to the passage of the Puerto Rico
Oversight, Management, and Economic Security Act (PROMESA) by Congress in 2016. This legislation provided
for a Financial Management & Oversight Board empowered to work with the territory’s government toward
setting the island on a path to balance. It also established a legal framework to restructure the accumulated
debt. Under the provisions, the Governor produced a fiscal plan to close the budget gap which was approved by
the Board in the spring of 2017. The Board then initiated a PROMESA-created bankruptcy process in
conjunction with creditors to begin to restructure the debt load.
Puerto Rico’s challenges were already extremely difficult and were intensified by Hurricane Maria, which
decimated homes, businesses, and basic infrastructure, further straining a fraught financial situation. In its
annual survey of Puerto Rico’s business climate, the New York Fed found that 77 percent of small businesses
reported losses due to the hurricane. The costs took a toll: only 4 percent of businesses had their losses fully
[5]

covered, and just 23 percent had them partially covered. Puerto Rico’s government estimated that the storm
caused over $94 billion in damages. To assist with the recovery, Congress authorized $32 billion in federal aid in
[6]

October 2017.

Although the mass disruption of communications networks and the destruction of infrastructure slowed the
disbursement of funds, Puerto Rico is making progress in rebuilding. Its Treasury Secretary Teresita Fuentes
recently announced that net revenue to the island’s general fund totaled $858 million in December – a $158
[7]

million improvement from a year ago. Improvement in receipts throughout the year were due in large part to
the influx of contractors and widespread recovery efforts.
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B. Puerto Rico’s Territorial Status
Puerto Rico became a territory in 1898, its residents were granted U.S. citizenship in 1917, and Congress approved
its constitution in 1952. Its territorial status has played a role in its economic development, which has come with
a mix of advantages and disadvantages.
Residents are exempt from the U.S. federal income tax on income earned in Puerto Rico but are liable for taxes
on income earned outside of Puerto Rico. In 2014, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) estimated that if
[8]

Puerto Rico were a state, individual income tax receipts would have risen from $20 million to up to $2.3 billion.
Residents are not eligible for the Earned Income Tax Credit. To qualify for the Child Tax Credit, a resident must
have three or more qualifying children, a higher threshold than in the states. In 2016, a report estimated that
equalizing these tax credits would increase transfers to Puerto Rico by $1 billion per year, a combination of
higher tax credits and for outlays via the “refundable” portion of the credit which can be claimed regardless of
[9]

one’s income tax liability.

Citizens pay into Social Security and have access to Medicare and Medicaid, but instead of being eligible for
Supplemental Security Income assistance, low-income, elderly and blind or disabled people can get help from a
similar program run by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. In 2014, GAO reviewed how
selected federal spending programs would be impacted under statehood and estimated that outlays would
[10]

have been from $1.5 billion to $5.2 billion higher.

U.S.-owned corporations operating in Puerto Rico have their island-sourced income treated in the Tax Code as
foreign earnings when the companies are organized as Controlled Foreign Corporations (CFCs). This conferred a
tax advantage to U.S. corporations operating in Puerto Rico versus one of the fifty states where they would be
subject to the federal corporate tax rate. GAO estimated that if Puerto Rico were a state, corporate income tax
[11]

collections in FY 2011 would have been $3.6 billion to $7.9 billion higher. However, this tax advantage was
narrowed as a consequence of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA).
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C. Tax Reform and Puerto Rico
Before passage of the landmark tax reform bill at the end of 2017, the U.S corporate tax rate was a hefty 35
percent. Having the highest statutory rate in the industrialized world hurt the nation’s competitiveness and sent
[12]

jobs, and tax revenues, abroad. To stem this outflow the TCJA cut the corporate tax rate to 21 percent. The law
was also designed to encourage domestic investment. The Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income (GILTI) section
of the TCJA made it more expensive for U.S. corporations to operate CFCs overseas. The complicated provision
assesses an effective tax rate of 10.5 percent through 2025, rising to 13.125 percent thereafteron a CFC’s profits
[13]

earned from “intangible” intellectual property assets such as trademarks, patents, and copyrights. Those
companies that manage to escape GILTI might instead face the Base Erosion Anti-Abuse Tax (BEAT), which hits
income flowing the opposite way: from U.S. parents to foreign-based companies (at a rate of 10 percent through
2025 and 12.5 percent thereafter). There is also a new Foreign-derived Intangible Income (FDII) tax with an
effective rate of 13.1225 percent (rising to 16.83 percent in 2026) on earnings from intellectual property held by
foreign companies (including CFCs in Puerto Rico with parent firms in the rest of the U.S.).
Calculating the loss of Puerto Rico’s corporate tax advantage over U.S. states remains somewhat speculative,
given the fact that the U.S. Treasury Department has yet to issue all the rules surrounding GILTI and other
provisions that could seriously affect how CFCs in Puerto Rico are supposed to report income. One way of
looking at the problem would be to compare the top rate on CFCs in Puerto Rico to the statutory federal rate
prior to TCJA (4 percent vs. 35 percent) and after TCJA (10.5 percent vs. 21 percent).

This does not account for additional shrinkage in the tax advantage from the GILTI rate bump-up after 2025 to
13.25 percent, nor whether a given company faces BEAT or the FDII instead. Another way would be to utilize
effective rates after deductions and credits. This is a difficult proposition, since different industries face different
circumstances that affect their final tax bills.
Regardless, as it stands, the provisions described above will impact U.S. businesses that operate in Puerto Rico
in varied ways. The pharmaceuticals and medical equipment and supplies industries, whose business models
are heavily-dependent on intellectual property, comprise about one-third of the tax base. Puerto Rico’s
anomalous status in the Tax Code as a foreign jurisdiction was not adequately considered when these reforms –
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which were designed to bolster the U.S.’s global competitiveness – were enacted.
Estudios Técnicos, a Puerto Rico-based economic and planning consultancy, projected that the number of
plants operating in the territory will decline because of the tax changes:
This will probably not lead to an immediate and massive exodus of firms from Puerto Rico but it will impact
[14]

future promotions and generate a slow erosion in their presence …

But is this prediction too pessimistic? Opinions vary. In December 2017, around the time of TCJA’s passage,
Senator Marco Rubio told reporters in an interview that:
We’ve not heard from a single company, and in fact, every one of these entities involved in Puerto Rico has
told us they’re in favor of the tax bill,” Rubio said in an [sic] year-end interview with reporters. “And a few
have told us – especially on the pharmaceutical side – that their general sense of it is that moving would
make no sense, because it's not clear that there’s any other jurisdiction in the world that’s more
[15]

advantageous logistically and from a tax perspective.

A contrarian view of Estudios Técnicos’ concerns over the shrinking business tax rate differential between Puerto
Rico and the mainland U.S. is that it provides public officials with greater encouragement to comprehensively
reform the way business on the island is taxed. Indeed, in this respect statehood advocates could argue that
TCJA has given impetus to make Puerto Rico more attractive for new investment as well as retaining current
jobs, beyond what the CFC regime could possibly sustain. Other analysts contend that the GILTI, BEAT, and the
12.5 percent IP tax spread pain to many jurisdictions, to the point that Puerto Rico may not be at such a large
disadvantage after all. As a recent CNN article put it:
Some experts say the 12.5% tax won’t trigger a corporate exodus off the island. They argue that it won’t
make sense for companies to leave if they face the same tax in another country. And if firms move their
operation to the mainland, they’ll have to pay the new corporate rate of 21%.
“This tax legislation is not intended to hurt the island,” says Cate Long, co-founder of the Puerto Rico
Clearinghouse, a research firm that focuses on the island’s debt crisis. “It’s still cheaper on a tax basis to
[16]

operate offshore,” in Puerto Rico.

Even those with a rosier post-TCJA outlook would likely acknowledge that unless Washington and San Juan
work toward additional reforms of their tax systems, the outlook for Puerto Rico is bleak. There is still time to act,
but the clock is ticking. Eli Lilly CEO Dave Ricks reflected this balanced view when earlier this year he told
Bloomberg, “Absent some change, it will become economically more difficult through time. We don’t have any
[17]

changes planned, but I’m worried for the island in that regard.”

More than a decade ago, Tax Code Section 936 was phased out. Originally enacted in 1976, this provision let
subsidiaries of U.S firms to pay no federal taxes on their profits in Puerto Rico. Some have argued that the
phase-out stripped away a major competitive edge for Puerto Rico with federal business taxes, contributing to
the economic downturn that afflicted the island for longer than the Great Recession in the rest of the U.S.
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[18]

Others counter that with the loss of the carve out, U.S. firms simply adopted CFC status, keeping nearly all of

the 936 tax credits and that drop in employment on the island was due to other factors, such as the ending of
[19]

several health care patents and increased automation.

These competing theories about Section 936 are a

result of the tax code uncertainty facing Puerto Rico and its impact on economic uncertainty.
Left unaddressed, the unintended consequences of policies on both sides of the Caribbean again threaten to
further erode Puerto Rico’s tax base. It is therefore important to seize every opportunity for the island with TCJA
as well as subsequent tax legislation that may be considered in Congress. These are discussed below.

III. Opportunities & Challenges on the Path to Statehood
In June of 2017, Puerto Rico held a non-binding referendum to decide whether to incorporate as a new state in
the union. Although only 23 percent of Puerto Ricans voted, the results found 97 percent of voters in support of
statehood. Scientific polling conducted in Puerto Rico tends to show that strong majorities of residents believe
that resolving the island’s political status (whether as a territory, state, or independent nation) is an issue of
primary importance. Several previous referenda held in the 50 years preceding 2017 have shown divisions over
[20]

these three options, but generally statehood has been slowly gaining in popularity.

A nationwide survey of

American adults by Rasmussen Research found that a plurality (47 percent) supported statehood for Puerto
[21]

Rico, but these margins have fluctuated in the firm’s previous polls. Nonetheless, political momentum among
leaders of Puerto Rico’s current governing party for statehood is strong, meaning that the fiscal implications of
the issue are no longer as remote for taxpayers as they might have been previously.
The process of creating a new state is outlined in Article IV, Section 3 of the Constitution, but does not provide a
great deal of specificity:
The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the
Territory or other Property belonging to the United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so
construed as to Prejudice any Claims of the United States, or of any particular State.
After a territory votes in favor of statehood, the next step is to petition Congress for admission into the Union.
Typically, a territory sends shadow representatives and two senators to lobby for statehood. After a territory files
a petition there is no set process for granting statehood, Congress can determine the process for each petition
on a case-by-case basis, considering factors such as the political viability, historical conditions, and fiscal
situation of the territory. A majority vote would be required in the House and Senate to pass a joint resolution,
and of course, it would require the President’s signature. This process allows for flexibility to craft a plan that
works for the territory and taxpayers alike.
[22]

As noted above, Puerto Rico faces many significant challenges. Its median income ($19,606

) is about a third of
[23]

national U.S. average ($59,055) and over 44 percent of the population is below the federal poverty level.

In

[24]

August, the national unemployment rate stood at 3.9 percent

while in Puerto Rico, struggling with the

aftermath of the decade long economic contraction and Hurricane Maria, unemployment still tops 9 percent.
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[25]

On the positive side, this is a 2 percentage point improvement from a year earlier.

Puerto Rico’s leaders have pursued statehood as a means to improve its economic condition so that residents
don’t have to flee the island in search of gainful employment. As Estudios Técnicos noted, “It shouldn’t be easier
[26]

for Puerto Ricans to find work in Florida and Texas than at home.”

Supporters of statehood point to the

historical example of Hawaii and Alaska, which each averaged double-digit economic growth for more than a
decade after admission. As the GAO stated, “statehood could eliminate any risk associated with Puerto Rico’s
uncertain political status and any related deterrent to business investment.”
For Puerto Rico, this process would be an opportunity for federal and regional governments to coordinate
efforts to: reform and simplify the tax system, stem and eventually reverse the erosion of Puerto Rico’s tax base,
reduce unemployment and increase labor participation, and set a course for long-term economic growth. This
would help restore investor confidence in Puerto Rico, make it easier to resolve the long-standing debt crunch,
and secure a path to a sustainable solvency.
A. Local Government Actions
Although Puerto Rico’s challenges are numerous, the municipal government has moved forward on several
reforms following PROMESA’s passage. For example, under the provisions established through PROMESA, the
Oversight Board has made progress on a deal with bondholders to restructure debt from the territory’s Sales
Tax Financing Corporation (COFINA). The plan, recently approved by the federal judge overseeing Puerto Rico's
bankruptcy, would provide for a 32 percent reduction in COFINA’s debt, and more than $17 billion in debt service
[27]

payments.

Puerto Rico also made important steps to cut red tape. While PROMESA was still being considered in Congress,
National Taxpayers Union President Pete Sepp urged the territory to take steps to streamline the permitting
process. This would reduce bureaucratic overhead and help spur business development. Last spring, the
Governor of Puerto Rico signed the Puerto Rico Permit Process Reform into law. The new law will improve
[28]

efficiency in the permit process for development and help boost transparency.
1. Tax Reform

State legislatures across the union have been enacting laws to conform their respective tax codes to the postTCJA federal income tax code. There were changes to many deductions, including the deductibility of state and
local taxes. If Puerto Rico were to become it a state, it would need also need to conform its tax system to
account for certain federal deductions that are not included at the local level and, for example, different
treatment of capital gains. There is also a prime opportunity for policymakers in Puerto Rico to improve its
economic and fiscal condition.
Late last year, Governor Ricardo Rosselló Nevares signed into a law a tax relief and reform package whose
elements include a 5 percent credit for all who are subject to Puerto Rico’s income tax, a 1.5 percentage-point
reduction in the home-grown corporate income tax rate, a reduction in the sales tax rate on prepared food to 7
percent, and a new exemption from certain business levies for entities with less than $200,000 in annual
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receipts. The Rosselló Administration’s latest Revised Fiscal Plan, however, is facing questions from the
Oversight Board, including concerns about its revenue assumptions, the absence of pension reform, and the
[29]

addition of “new policies that are inconsistent with PROMESA’s mandate.”

This immediate controversy aside,

what areas of tax law should Puerto Rico’s policymakers examine most closely?
Corporate and Individual Taxes
Puerto Rico would need to make its business tax system more competitive with the states. It currently assesses
a base rate of 20 percent with a graduated surtax added on up to a total maximum nominal rate of 37.5 percent
– even higher than the U.S.’s rate before the TCJA – putting it among the highest rates in the industrial world. It
follows that this is also far higher than any state. Iowa levies the highest top corporate tax rate at 12 percent,
[30]

followed by Pennsylvania 9.99 percent) and Minnesota (9.8 percent).

Puerto Rico does offer a number of tax incentives designed specifically to provide relief from federal taxes. Chief
among them is Act 20 of 2012. This provides tax incentives for export services to set up shop or expand on the
island. It also provides credits and exemptions for research and development and other operational costs. These
[31]

carve-out special breaks for certain businesses that can cut the rate to as low as 4 percent. To attract new
residents, Act 22 of 2012 makes newcomers who live on the island for at least 183 days of the year eligible for tax
exemptions on income derived from dividends, interest, and certain capital gains.
With the creation of the Opportunity Zones in the TCJA, lawmakers might reconsider whether these special
carve-outs are still necessary. An ideal tax system is one that is low, flat, and equitable for all. If the Opportunity
Zones are successful in attracting investments to the island, Puerto Rico would be provided breathing room to
phase-down the breaks for targeted businesses.
Alternative Minimum Tax
Alternative minimum taxes (AMT) require certain filers to calculate their tax obligation a second time under a
separate system of allowable credits and deductions.In Puerto Rico, the AMT applies to “alternative minimum
net income at a 30 percent rate, and may be reduced by the alternative minimum tax credit for foreign taxes
[32]

paid.”

In 2015, Puerto Rico increased the Tangible Property Component of the AMT, imposing “a tax on the

value of property transferred to an entity doing business in Puerto Rico from a related party outside of Puerto
Rico.” This hit Walmart with a tax liability on over 90 percent of its income, compelling the company to file a
lawsuit against the excessive rate. The First Circuit Court determined that the amended AMT “is a facially
discriminatory statute that does not meet the heightened level of scrutiny required to survive under the
[33]

dormant Commerce Clause.”

At the federal level, the TCJA’s reforms repealed the corporate AMT while greatly reducing the impact of the
individual AMT, Puerto Rico should follow suit.
Gross Receipts Tax
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In addition to the corporate income tax, Puerto Rico also imposes a gross receipts tax. Unlike a sales tax, which
the buyer pays directly and the seller collects and remits, a GRT is essentially hidden in price of goods and
services because the seller must calculate and pay the charge. Because of the lack of transparency, gross
receipts taxes are generally considered to be more economically harmful than sales or income taxes.
[34]

According to the Tax Foundation, Nevada, Ohio, Texas, and Washington assess a gross receipts tax instead of a

corporate income tax, and only two states, Delaware and Virginia, assess a gross receipts tax in addition to
[35]

corporate income taxes.

Puerto Rico should abolish its onerous gross receipts tax.
Sales and Use Taxes

In 2015, Puerto Rico’s sales and use tax rate was increased from 7 percent to 11.5 percent (the 2018 tax reform
reduced the sales tax on prepared foods back to 7%). This tops the highest rate seen in the states. Tennessee
currently has the highest average combined state and local rate, at 9.46 percent, according to the Tax
[36]

Foundation.

States whose governments are interested in high growth tend to keep other types of taxes low as

compensation. States like California that have high sales as well as income and business takes pay a penalty in
lower prosperity. Thus California was ranked 47th in the 2018 edition of the Rich States, Poor States: ALEC-Laffer
[37]

State Economic Competitiveness Index.

Local leaders have recognized that the high rate has negative consequences. The budget plan released in April
2018 would reduce the sales tax back to 7 percent.
Property Taxes
The Council on State Taxation and the International Property Tax Institute have published a worldwide
scorecard entitled The Best and Worst of International Property Tax Administration, in which Puerto Rico
received an overall grade of “D” for its practices. The composite rating considered many factors. Puerto Rico
received “A” grades in the consistency of its forms and compliance deadlines but was awarded “F” grades for
[38]

items such as unequal assessment ratios and a disproportionate burden of proof on taxpayers.

A tax structure that encourages more business activity in Puerto Rico could help to raise business property
values and provide an opportunity for reexamining the entire assessment process for real estate and personal
property taxes. Puerto Rico has not conducted a general reappraisal of property taxes since 1958. This is not
unique to the territory: several U.S. states, among them New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania, have no set
reassessment cycle for their localities. All are characterized by heavier than average property tax burdens.
Rather than implementing a regular reassessment as simply an opportunity to fill government coffers with
more revenues, the point of periodic reappraisal is to ensure accuracy, transparency, and public confidence in
the entire property tax system. Over the long term, these factors lead to better voluntary compliance and more
stable collections that are still sufficiently responsive to market conditions.
2. Spending & Regulatory Reform
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The decades long-crisis has already made it difficult for Puerto Rico to issue more debt, but if it were to become
a state, it would lose a tax advantage for bonds. Currently, the debt issued by Puerto Rico’s government,
subdivisions, or public corporations are not subject to income tax. Under statehood this “triple exemption”
[39]

would no longer apply, leading to further reduced demand for Puerto Rico debt.

If it wasn’t already clear, this

is just an extra reminder for the necessity of reducing spending as a component of balancing the budget.
Strengthen the Balanced Budget Requirement
A local organization is calling for a comprehensive audit of Puerto Rico’s debt, arguing that more than half of
[40]

the debt that was issued was done so in violation of its constitution.

The territory’s constitution contains what

appears to be a robust requirement that “appropriations” in a given fiscal year “shall not exceed total revenues,
including available surplus, estimated for said fiscal year, unless the imposition of taxes sufficient to cover said
appropriations is provided by law.” Unfortunately, this language was subsequently translated into irrelevance.
David R. Martin, who has written several books about Puerto Rico’s economic situation, recounted in The
Hillhow, in 1974, Puerto Rico’s Attorney General interpreted earlier debates over this section as justification to
embrace a Spanish-language iteration of “total revenues” that carried the meaning of “total resources” – thereby
[41]

enabling receipts from government bonds to satisfy balanced budget strictures.

Moreover, Martin explained how Congress made the “monumental mistake” of allowing Puerto Rico’s separate
debt ceiling law to be weakened over 50 years ago. Because of further questionable practices, such as new
borrowing through “appropriation debt,” the limit has been completely eviscerated. Unlike areas of the
continental U.S., taxpayers in Puerto Rico have no standing in court to enjoin evasion of this type.
One approach to ensure that the constitution’s fiscal discipline mechanisms are updated is to convene a joint
body charged with ensuring that the original English-language intent of Puerto Rico’s constitutional debt
controls is clarified for the Spanish lexicon. Kobre & Kim, the financial investigative firm that was hired pursuant
to PROMESA to review the source of Puerto Rico’s debt, recommended amending the constitution so that debt
[42]

issued by COFINA counts toward the debt limit.

Reduce Waste & Improve Efficiency
The Oversight Board was designed in part on the successful District of Columbia Financial Control Board,
created in 1995 to foster better stewardship over the capital city’s finances. The city government of Washington,
D.C. had amassed a $722 million budget deficit it 1994, and with its bond rating reduced to junk status, it was
unable to borrow funds to cover all its operating expenses. The D.C. Financial Control Board helped to contain
the debt and address mismanagement before was dissolved in 2001 once the budget was balanced for the
fourth consecutive year. But to date the Puerto Rico Oversight Board has not been as effective as the drafters of
PROMESA envisioned in overseeing reforms of spending or loosening regulatory burdens on employers.
Financial control boards are intended to work free of political pressures, with a focus on fixing the long-term
problems that led to their creation. Like the DC Board, Puerto Rico’s has faced local opposition, but it has been
much more rancorous, including an attempted lawsuit challenging its authority. In some cases, the Board has
fed local resentment. It caused a controversy over its $60 million budget and the $625,000 annual salary paid to
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the Executive Director, angering residents who were already concerned about the established of the unelected
[43]

Board.

The Board’s legitimacy was further challenged this February by a federal court ruling that its members

were not constitutionally appointed with the advice and consent of the Senate. The ruling did not void the
Board’s actions, but may prompt changes to its composition. The President has 90 days to either validate the
appointments or reconstitute the Board.
The Oversight Board’s revised Financial Plan, which was unanimously approved in October 2018, projects a $30
billion surplus over the next 15 years. However, this amount is derived from positive macroeconomic feedback
[44]

including the net economic impact resulting from $87 billion in expected federal and private disaster aid.

To

adhere to this goal, it is imperative that the Board work with the territorial government to improve
management and coordination. Moreover, all spending must be carefully reviewed. Local lawmakers should
conduct a full evaluation of all government spending programs for efficiency and effectiveness - providing for
public availability and scrutiny of program data so that a comprehensive review is made before programs are
automatically reauthorized.
The Oversight Board provided a notable example of this transparency function. In November 2018, the Board
issued a warning on a pension spiking attempt. A bill introduced in Puerto Rico’s Senate would allow around a
dozen mayors to retroactively enroll in the older, more generous Employees Retirement System instead of its
more frugal successor, known as System 2000. Oversight Board Executive Director Natalie Jaresko warned that
this bill is inconsistent with the certified Fiscal Plan for Puerto Rico, and that allowing a “select group” to
[45]

participate in have access to a plan with larger benefits would “create a dangerous precedent.”

Lawmakers should consider the sunsetting of programs, with Texas an example where programs are regularly
subject to a rigorous assessment. Similarly, grants should be awarded on an open competitive basis to yield the
most effective results for taxpayers. The government should continue to expand opportunities for cost-savings
through Puerto Rico’s Public Private Partnerships Authority. Enhanced whistleblower protections would help
safeguard these processes by making it easier for employees to report incidences of waste or wrongdoing
without fear of reprisal. In addition, this could help address transparency concerns under a law enacted this year
[46]

to privatize the power grid and expedite the design and approval of contracts.

B. Federal Actions
There are also a number of policies that the federal government could utilize to safeguard the incorporation
process, including reforms to encourage economic expansion by easing regulatory burdens.
Transition Period for Taxes
Article I, Section 8, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution stipulates that “all Duties, Imposts, and Excises shall be
uniform throughout the United States.”
H.R. 6246, the Puerto Rico Admission Act of 2018, was introduced in the previous Congress and would trigger a
[47]

transition process so that Puerto Rico in admitted to the union no later than January 1, 2021.

It would establish

a task force to report recommendations on federal laws that would need to be either amended or repealed to
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phase-in equal treatment for Puerto Rico.
If such a bill were to be enacted, a transition period would be needed so that there is not a fiscal shock from tax
hikes as the residents of Puerto Rico become fully-subject to federal taxes on individual and corporate income,
estate, and gift taxes. Even with the lower rates enacted through the TCJA, the increase in tax liability would be
significant.
Residents of Puerto Rico would also become subject to federal excise taxes on motor fuel. Moreover, under the
Uniformity Clause, Puerto Rico would lose “cover over,” whereby a portion of the federal receipts from excise
taxes, notably for sales of rum imported to the states, are transferred to the Puerto Rico Treasury. This is
currently an important revenue source for the island.
Set Achievable Benchmarks Towards Solvency
A similar phase-in would be required to address federal taxpayer concerns on the spending side of the budget
ledger, with outlays to Puerto Rico increasing incrementally until parity with other states is reached. As noted
above, Puerto Rico would become eligible for an increase of more than one billion dollars through federal
entitlement programs. There would also be a significant increase in outlays for “refundable” benefits under the
Earned Income Tax Credit and the Child Tax Credit that can be claimed regardless of a filer’s income tax liability.
Moreover, it may be necessary to include benchmarks as part of the transition process to ensure that the
government of Puerto Rico continues on the path towards a sustainable fiscal position while paying down its
debt obligations. The federal government itself is no paragon of fiscal virtue and certainly there are states such
as Illinois that need to address their own massive unfunded pension liabilities, but whatever Puerto Rico’s
governing status may be, Congress has a special responsibility to island and mainland residents in crafting
specific fiscal remedies that set the proper precedents and avoid future crises of far greater magnitude.
Beyond fostering economic growth, there is no more urgent policy priority for reaching long-term solvency in
Puerto Rico than controlling government pension obligations. As mentioned previously, the retirement system
for Puerto Rico’s government employees operates at a paltry 8 percent ratio of funding. By contrast, an analysis
from the National Association of State Retirement Administrators determined that the funding minimum
investment agencies, federal regulators, and other entities consider to be healthy for a pension plan is 70-80
[48]

percent.

As with any retirement system, changes to Puerto Rico’s structure (including increases in the retirement age,
revisions to benefit formulas, and increases in contribution rates) will need to occur gradually. The five-year fiscal
plan, a source of constant friction between the Oversight Board and the territorial government, is only the
beginning of this process. Should incorporation ever be approved, the progress of such reform would likely be
hastened if the path to statehood were conditioned on reaching an established funding ratio based on
Governmental Accounting Standards Board or another credible entity. Setting a minimum ratio of 70 percent to
be achieved within 10 years would be an ideal target, but its feasibility would depend upon other tax and
budget policies functioning as intended. At the very least, a state of Puerto Rico ought to be able to exceed the
average for the bottom third of states’ plans, which a recent survey from the Center for State and Local
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Government Excellence put at 55 percent.

Tax Reform
Initial predictions about the effect of TCJA on Puerto Rico’s economy were often skeptical, and not without
reason. Nonetheless, some positive aspects of the law have revealed themselves last year during its
implementation.
Among those positives was the creation of Opportunity Zones with tax breaks to spur investment in distressed
communities. Low taxes across the nation are the best option for broad-based economic growth, but practical
realities recommend targeted enterprise zones for regions facing acute challenges. This past April, Puerto Rico
was designated as an Opportunity Zone – one of the first of 18 U.S. entities qualifying for such status at that
time. Unlike states, however, virtually the entire territory of Puerto Rico, rather than only certain communities on
the island, received the designation. This distinction is important and could bode very well for an economic
resurgence. Investors who choose to commit resources to genuine business and economic activity inside
Puerto Rico receive: deferral on any capital gains accrued on money they roll over to Opportunity Zones, a 15
percent step-up in basis (subject to certain restrictions), and a 0 percent capital gains tax rate on Puerto Rico[50]

base earnings once a long-held asset is sold.

Qualified Zones retain the designation for ten years.

Estudios Técnicos’ analysts have downplayed the potential of Opportunity Zones owing the difficulty of creating
the investment infrastructure to support federal rules, but others are more optimistic. As commentators Ryan
Ellis and Cesar Conda remarked, Opportunity Zones mean that:
[A]ny investment in Puerto Rico – which is a part of the United States and enjoys the same property rights
and other legal protections as anywhere else – is now a tax free activity for those who commit to keep their
capital there… Businesses should be eager to set up shop there and provide superior services to the 3
[51]

million American citizens still living on the island.

Since Puerto Rico already qualifies for this relief under TCJA, although investors are awaiting clarification from
the Department of the Treasury on rules surrounding several Opportunity Zone issues, statehood would
perhaps require no more than a technical correction of current statutory law to continue. Yet barring the
completion of the incorporation process, Congress will need to enact policies to reduce the unintended
disincentives for local investment. One option would be to reduce the U.S. tax rate on Puerto Rico-sourced
income, either permanently if Puerto Rico remains a territory, or as a transition during incorporation since
presumably companies would not be operating as CFCs in an American state. Whatever the duration of such a
rate, it would be desirable to provide Puerto Rico a federal tax climate more hospitable than those afforded our
trading partners making foreign direct investment.
Clarity could be applied to the deductibility of Puerto Rico’s 4 percent excise tax. The excise tax was originally
established as a temporary measure in Act 154 of 2010, and was extended in 2017. It applies to multinational
companies’ purchases of products and services from their Puerto Rico-based subsidiaries. In 2016, the tax raised
$2 billion, about a fifth of all general revenue that year. Currently, U.S. companies are able to deduct the amount
of their liability for the excise tax from their federal taxes. In 2011, the IRS said it would not challenge any
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companies that deduct the taxes, but this policy is not set in stone. The IRS left open the possibility that it would
reverse this position, but, if so, it would not be applied retroactively. This uncertainty is yet another byproduct of
Puerto Rico's hybrid treatment in U.S. tax law.
Others have suggested more directly tying this excise tax with a more straightforward tax on all forms of GILTI
and non-GILTI income declared by CFCs. Changing to a more conventional profit tax for CFCs would mean a
significant Puerto Rico-level tax hike, but according to supporters of the plan it would allow fuller deductibility
[52]

against federal corporate liabilities for CFCs and their parents than current TCJA law might provide.

Whatever

pluses and minuses of this complex strategy, it would only be workable over the long run if Puerto Rico
remained a territory, but it could be fashioned as a temporary provision if the island was put on a path to
statehood. Federal lawmakers could also simply set a Puerto Rico repatriation rate at a similar or better level to
what policymakers included in the TCJA. These provisions would tend to affect companies with a large presence
in the territory, and for good reason. These firms, led by the pharmaceutical, retail, and hi-tech industries,
comprise the vast majority of Puerto Rico’s tax base and private sector employment. Regardless of the shortterm strategies that might be employed to retain job creators in Puerto Rico, the long-run focus must be on
[53]

clear rules that attract jobs and investment to the island from all sectors and nations.

Finally, the U.S. Treasury should not overlook the chance to take action that could assist Puerto Rico in
transforming the tax climate on the island. In 2017, tax expert Ryan Ellis identified a number of “safe harbors” –
official administrative guidance that taxpayers can rely on in filing and compliance matters – that the IRS could
clarify. Among these were expanding eligibility to use the Schedule C-EZ form for small business filers, creating
a simpler reporting procedure for those who rent their property through services such as AirBNB, and
streamlining home office deduction rules. Through Executive Order or a Congressional inquiry, the Treasury
could be asked to make an inventory of safe harbor options such as these, which might be applicable to Puerto
Rico. While most citizens residing on the island are not liable for federal income tax, small and large businesses
[54]

face numerous federal tax regulations that could be improved.
Jones Act

The antiquated Jones Act requires that any ship traveling between two American ports be built in the United
States, owned by American citizens and crewed by American sailors. Because of this protectionist mandate, the
people of Puerto Rico and other jurisdictions are suffering from higher shipping costs from the U.S. mainland
(and consequently higher prices for goods). In the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, the Trump administration
temporarily waived the requirement. There is no reason why Americans should be given relief from the Jones
Act only when a natural disaster strikes.
This past July, the American Maritime Partnership published a report attempting to claim that the Jones Act
has no discernable impact on Puerto Rico’s consumers. However, as Colin Gabrow of the Cato Institute,
observed, the report had no discernable methodology it basically cherry-picked a handful of retail items.
[55]

Gabrow identified other products whose costs were considerably higher in Puerto Rico compared to the

mainland U.S. In a separate article, he also pointed out the Jones Act is getting in the way of Puerto Rico’s
energy modernization because there are no ships that meet its requirements that ship liquified natural gas,
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[56]

which is relatively cheaper than coal or petroleum for producing electricity.

Opponents of repealing the Jones Act also frequently point to a 2013 GAO study that found “the effects of
[57]

modifying the application of the Jones Act for Puerto Rico are highly uncertain.”

GAO’s analysts expressed

concern over the ability to pinpoint the effect of Jones Act-related mandates, noting that “the impact of any
costs to ship between the United States and Puerto Rico on the average prices of goods in Puerto Rico is
difficult, if not impossible, to determine with precision.” The report did, however, cite U.S. Maritime
Administration statistics indicating that various labor rules surrounding U.S.-crewed ships raised personnel costs
aboard vessels to a level five times greater, on average, than for foreign-flagged carriers. Furthermore, despite
noting insufficient data to conduct a rigorous analysis, GAO did acknowledge that “shippers doing business in
Puerto Rico reported that freight rates for foreign carriers going to and from foreign ports are often – although
not always – lower than the rates they pay to ship cargo to the United States.”
If there are concerns about the larger impact of repealing the Jones Act, it could be implemented as a pilot
program, establishing a limited number of freeports on the island. The impact of repealing or suspending the
Jones Act may not be large compared to the effects of tax and pension reform, but would be easily doable.
Minimum Wage Reform
Since 1983, the federal minimum wage has applied to Puerto Rico, in complete disregard of the island’s poverty
and unemployment rates relative to the mainland and its island neighbors. Minimum wages boost income for
some low-wage earners, but the regulatory mandate also decrease employment opportunities.

[58]

There is little

doubt that the federal minimum wage law contributed to the erosion of jobs in Puerto Rico. Paul Kupiec and
Ryan Nabil reported in 2016 that “the mandatory increases resulted in a minimum wage that was greater than
75 percent of the Puerto Rican median wage. And the results were predictably catastrophic for the economy…
Labor costs in the Bahamas and Jamaica, two direct competitors for foreign investment, were half of those in
[59]

Puerto Rico.”

In an open letter to Congress in 2016, NTU President Pete Sepp suggested pro-growth reforms to minimum
wage laws:
Immediately granting two proposals to waive future minimum wage hikes for younger workers, and to
waive Puerto Rico from the Labor Department’s tougher salary standard for exempt employee status,
would be modestly helpful. However, much more sweeping steps are necessary, such as widening the
minimum wage waiver to include employees of all ages, or simply allowing the wage to adjust to the
[60]

regional labor market realities in the Caribbean.

IV. Conclusion: Protecting Taxpayers & Lifting up Puerto
Rico
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In 1980, Presidential candidate Ronald Reagan, writing in support of statehood for Puerto Rico, noted that one
major challenge in this process would be “to integrate the two separate [federal and territorial] fiscal systems in
a way that increases opportunity for the average island citizen.” He also identified the need to “advertise the
proven secrets of economic growth, upward mobility for the poor, and ultimately, political stability – even as we
return to this recipe ourselves: reasonable tax rates, modest regulation, balanced budgets, and stable
[61]

currency.”

Some four decades later, his words continue to provide solid guidance for policymakers.

Congress, the executive branch, the Oversight Board, and Puerto Rico’s government have coordinated in
important ways in the wake of the debt crisis and the devastation wreaked by the hurricane. In 2016 a
congressional task force wrote that its members believed that “Puerto Rico is too often relegated to an
[62]

afterthought in congressional deliberations over federal business tax reform legislation.”

This was also the

case in the process of enacting the landmark TCJA legislation that cut tax rates and reformed many aspects of
business tax code. Policymakers now have an obligation to continue to work together to address the
unintended impacts of the tax code on Puerto Rico and implement reforms to promote long-term economic
growth. As Pete Sepp and Max Trujillo pointed out private investment and economic growth are key to getting
[63]

Puerto Rico out of the austerity trap.

Getting this right will not just help Puerto Rico, but also serve as a model

for U.S. states that may find themselves facing similar fiscal challenges.
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